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Name Country Organisation Question or comment Answer 

Vijay Nadkar India Consulting Engineers Association of India
I am interested in becoming a FIDIC accredited trainer? Could I be guided suitable and share the procedure to 
become one?

As you are a member of the Consulting Engineers 
Association of india, perhaps they can guide you

LI Pan China Big Data and AI Working Group, WFEO-CEIT

Students equiped with good ICT skills here in China, usually choose to go to ICT / Internet companies. My questions 
is that how traditional companies attract young talents and how engineers in traditional companies raise their ict 
skills? 

All companies need information technology and people with 
ICT skills. I am sure that they are always looking to employ 
young people with these skills. Its also up to young people 
to seek the training through courses that are offered in 
unviersities as well as other private training companies.

Ali Eskeif germany Wolf infra Consult

How do you estimate the effect of development of Planning for example (BIM technology) and new construction 
methodes like (3D Printing) on the future of some branches especially for Claim/Change management. will it 
disappear slowly?

The use of technologies like BIM will certianly reduce errors 
in design and construction and help in the resolution of 
problems. However structured processes are always 
needed to manage changes. Claims can arise from a 
number of sources, so while they may decrease due to 
errors and conflicts with new technologies, there will always, 
unfortunately, be reasons for claims to be made.

Tony Barry Australia FIDIC
I have a suggestion on which I would appreciate your. comment: can integrity in decision-making be accommodated 
in graduate requirements?

Absolutely. Integrity in the design and development of 
solutions is a fundamental part of engineering. This is also 
part of the engineer's code of ethics.

Yin Htwe Thet Myanmar MEngC

It takes long time to gain competencies to manage projects understanding the FIDIC Contract well enough. Is there 
any training for young engineers to reach to the reasonable standard, say in 4 to 5 years experience? OR what is 
your suggestions? The next question is during pandemic is there possible way to manage projects in remote or at 
least hybrid strategies that FIDIC develop?

FIDIC does provide excellent training in understanding the 
FIDIC contract. There are also free webinars available every 
month that will increase your understanding of project 
management.

Federico Monsada Philippines Philippine Technological Council
How could we bring the various training and certification modules in the country?  We are interested.  We are the 
umbrella organization of engineering organizations in the country. 

WFEO will be establishing a portal for training programs that 
can be accessed by all its national members.

Hein Thaw Myanmar MEC,MES,RINA
How could we bring the various training and certification modules in the country?  We are interested.  We are the 
umbrella organization of engineering organizations in the country. 

WFEO is progressing the plan mainly through its initiatives 
in enginering education by reviewing the benchmarks fro 
engineerign education as presnted in this webinar and by 
mentoring nations to achive the itenrnational recogntiion and 
signatory status of the IEA. MEngC is hosting this 
committee and is invovled in advancing the goals of the 
Engienering 2030 Plan.


